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Abstract. The semantics as to which set of arguments in a given argumentation

graph may be acceptable (acceptability semantics) can be characterised in a few

different ways. Among them, labelling-based approach allows for concise and

flexible determination of acceptability statuses of arguments through assignment

of a label indicating acceptance, rejection, or undecided to each argument. In

this work, we contemplate a way of broadening it by accommodating may- and

must- conditions for an argument to be accepted or rejected, as determined by

the number(s) of rejected and accepted attacking arguments. We show that the

broadened label-based semantics can be used to express more mild indeterminacy

than inconsistency for acceptability judgement when, for example, it may be the

case that an argument is accepted and when it may also be the case that it is

rejected. We identify that finding which conditions a labelling satisfies for every

argument can be an undecidable problem, which has an unfavourable implication

to semantics. We propose to address this problem by enforcing a labelling to

maximally respect the conditions, while keeping the rest that would necessarily

cause non-termination labelled undecided.

1 Introduction

Dung formal argumentation [18] provides an abstract view of argumentation as a graph

of: nodes representing arguments; and edges representing attacks from the source ar-

guments to the target arguments. Dung argumentation allows us to determine which

arguments are acceptable in a given argumentation.

While the determination in Dung’s seminal paper is through conflict-freeness: no

members of a set attack a member of the same set, and defence: a set of arguments de-

fend an argument just when any argument attacking the argument is attacked by at least

one member of the set, there are other known approaches. With labelling, a labelling

function assigns a label indicating either of: acceptance, rejection, and undecided (see

e.g. [13, 28]) to each argument, which offers a fairly concise and also flexible (see e.g.

[12]) characterisation of arguments’ acceptability, based, in case of [13, 12], just on

the labels of the arguments it is attacked by. Acceptance and rejection conditions may

be defined uniformly for every argument [13, 28], or per argument, as in Abstract Di-

alectical Frameworks (ADF) [12], where acceptance status of an argument is uniquely

determined for each combination of the acceptance/rejection/undecided labels of asso-

ciated arguments.

http://arxiv.org/abs/2001.05730v1


1.1 Labelling-approach with may-must scales

In this work, we aim to further explore the potential of labelling-approach by broaden-

ing the labelling in [13] with what we term may-must acceptance scale and may-must

rejection scale, to be assigned, like in ADF, to each argument. The may-must accep-

tance scale (respectively may-must rejection scale) of an argument is specifically a pair

of natural numbers (n1, n2) with n1 indicating the minimum number of its attackers

that need to be rejected (respectively accepted) in order that the argument can be ac-

cepted (respectively rejected) and n2 the minimum number of its attackers that need to

be rejected (respectively accepted) in order that it must be accepted (respectively re-

jected). That is, n1 is the may condition, while n2 is the must condition, for acceptance

(respectively rejection) of the argument.

Thus, not only can they express exact conditions for acceptance/rejection of an ar-

gument as with [13, 12], they can additionally describe minimal requirements to be

satisfied in order that the argument can be accepted/rejected. The may-must scales lead

to the following distinction to acceptance and rejection of an argument.

(1). It may be accepted. (2). It must be accepted.

(i). It may be rejected. (ii). It must be rejected.

Since each argument has its own may-must acceptance and rejection scales, depending

on the specific numerical values given to them, we may have several combinations in

{(1) (2) neither}−{(i) (ii) neither}. While (2)−(neither), (neither)−(ii), (2)−(ii) (i.e.

the argument is both accepted and rejected at the same time) and (neither)−(neither)

(i.e. it is neither accepted nor rejected) deterministically indicate acceptance, rejection,

undecided and undecided for the acceptability status of the argument, the other combi-

nations are more interesting.

Let us consider for example (1)−(i). Unlike (neither)−(neither ) or (2)−(ii), either

of which leads to immediate logical inconsistency, (1)−(i) expresses milder indeter-

minacy, since we can assume the possibilities of the argument to be accepted and of

the same argument to be rejected simultaneously without logical contradiction. In fact,

there may be more than one suitable label from among acceptance, rejection and un-

decided as the acceptability status of an argument without necessarily requiring the ac-

ceptance statuses of the arguments attacking it to also change. Such non-deterministic

labels of argument(s) can trigger disjunctive branches to the labels of those arguments

attacked by them.

1.2 Motivation for may-must scales

In real-life argumentation, an argument which is attacked by a justifiable argument but

by no other arguments can be seen differently from an argument which is attacked

by a justifiable argument and which is also attacked by a lot more defeated (rejected)

arguments. For example, if that argument is a scientific theory, one interpretation of the

two cases is that, in the first case, it meets an objection without it having stood any test

of time, and, in the second case, even though it is not defended against one objection, it

withstood all the other objections, a lot more of them in number. Such an interpretation

reasonably takes us to the supposition that an argument, if found out to withstand an



objection, attains greater credibility, that is to say, that an attacker being rejected has a

positive, or at least a non-negative, impact on its acceptance.

Coupled with the other more standard intuition that an attacker of an argument being

accepted has non-positive impact on the argument’s acceptance, we see that

– the larger the number of rejected attackers is, the more likely it can become that the

argument is accepted, and

– the larger the number of accepted attackers is, the more likely it can become that

the argument is rejected,

until there comes a moment where both acceptance and rejection of the argument be-

come so compelling, with sufficient numbers of rejected and accepted attackers, that its

acceptance status can no longer be determined. As with any reasonable real-life phe-

nomenon, the acceptance and rejection judgement can be somewhat blurry, too. Intro-

duction of the may- conditions allow the softer boundaries of acceptance and rejection

to be captured based on the number(s) of accepted and rejected attacking arguments.

Moreover, with studies of argumentation expanding into multi-agent systems, for

argumentation-based negotiations (Cf. two surveys [36, 17]), strategic dialogue games

and persuasions [2, 5, 23–27, 30, 34, 35, 37–40], and others, it is preferable that an ar-

gumentation theory be able to accommodate a different nuance of arguments’ accept-

ability locally per argument, and yet somehow in a principled manner with a logical

explanation to the cause of the nuances. Future applications into the domain in mind,

may-must scales are given to each argument, like local constraints in ADF, ensuring

the locality. Like in argumentation with graded acceptability [22] (see below for com-

parisons), however, may-must conditions are rooted in ‘endogenous’ information of an

argumentation graph, to borrow the expression in [22], namely the cardinality of attack-

ers, retaining a fair level of abstractness defining monotonic conditions, i.e. a may- or a

must- condition is satisfied minimally with n accepted or rejected attacking arguments,

but also with any (n ≤) m accepted or rejected attacking arguments. As we will show,

it offers an easy characterisation of, for example, expressing: possibly accepting an ar-

gument when 80% of attacking arguments are rejected; accepting an argument when

90% of attacking arguments are rejected; possibly rejecting an argument when 40% of

attacking arguments (but at least 1) are accepted; and rejecting an argument when 50%

of attacking arguments (but at least 1) are accepted.

1.3 Related work

Resembling situations are rather well-motivated in the literature. Argumentation with

graded acceptability [22] relaxes conflict-freeness and defence in Dung abstract argu-

mentation. For conflict-freeness, it permits certain number k1 of attackers to be accepted

simultaneously with the attacked (see also set-attacks [33] and attack-tolerant argumen-

tations [4, 20, 32, 1, 19]). For defence, it allows the defence by a set of arguments for

the attacked to occur when certain number k2 of its attackers are attacked by certain

number k3 of members of the set. Our work follows the general idea of conditionalising

acceptance statuses of arguments on the cardinality of accepted and rejected attacking



arguments. Indeed, k1 + 1 corresponds to must- condition of may-must rejection scale

in this work. On the other hand, unlike in [22] where dependency of acceptability sta-

tus of an argument on the attackers of its attackers is enforced due to k2 and k3, we

are more conservative about the information necessary for determining acceptability

status(es) of an argument. We have it obtainable purely from its immediate attackers.

Also, may- conditions are not considered in [22]. In particular, while both may- and

must- conditions of may-must acceptance scale of an argument interact with those of

its may-must rejection scale (see section 1.1), the interaction between the non-positive

and the non-negative effects on the acceptance of the argument is, as far as we can

fathom, not primarily assumed in [22].

Ranking-based argumentations (Cf. a recent survey [10]) order arguments by the

degree of acceptability. There are many conditions around the ordering, giving them

various flavour. Ones that are somewhat relevant to our setting (see section 1.2) are in a

discussion in [14], where we find the following descriptions:

– the more defence branches an argument has, the more acceptable it becomes.

– the more attack branches an argument has, the less acceptable it becomes.

Here, a branch of an argument is a chain of attacking arguments having the argument as

the last one attacked in the chain, and an attack branch (respectively a defence branch)

is a branch with an odd (respectively even) number of attacks. With the principle of

reinstatement (that an attacker of an attacker of an argument has a propagating positive

effect on the acceptance of the argument) assumed, these two conditions are clearly

reasonable. By contrast, our approach assigns may- and must- acceptance and rejection

conditions to each argument; thus, the reinstatement cannot be taken for granted, which

generally makes it inapplicable to propagate argumentation ranks (which can be numer-

ical values [15, 6, 20, 7, 29]) through branches by a set of globally uniform propagation

rules. The cardinality precedence: the greater the number of immediate attackers of an

argument, the weaker the level of its acceptability is [10], which in itself does not take

into account acceptability statuses of the immediate attackers, does not always hold

good with our approach, either.

For label-based argumentation, non-deterministic labelling in argumentation as far

back as we can see is discussed in [28], where an argument may be labelled as either

rejected ({−}) or ‘both accepted and rejected’ ({+,−}) when, for example, there is

just one attacker labelled {+,−}. Nonetheless, the criteria of label assignments are

global (an argument may be accepted ({+}) just when the label(s) of all its attackers

contain−; and may be rejected just when there exists at least one argument whose label

contains +), not covering the various nuances to follow from locally given criteria.

On more technical a point, while letting only {+,−} (both accepted and rejected) be

‘undecided’ is sufficient in [28], that is not enough in more general a case, as we are

to show in this paper. Indeed, with some argumentation graph and some may-must

acceptance and rejection scales, it can happen that whether, for example, an argument

is accepted, or both accepted and rejected, is itself an undecidable question.

Abstract Dialectical Frameworks (ADF) [12] is another labelling approach which

accommodates, with 3 values [12] (which has been recently extended to multi-values

[11]), local acceptance, rejection and undecided conditions. The label of an argument is



determined into only one of the 3 labels for a given combination of its attackers’ labels.

Since its label is determined for every combination of its attackers’ labels, the ADF

labelling is very specific (or concrete). By contrast, the may-must conditions are more

abstract in that they only specify, like in [13, 22], the numbers of attackers but not ex-

actly which ones. Apart from that the abstract specification is in line with [13], the level

of abstractness is more favourable for our setting, since the may- and must- acceptance

(or rejection) conditions, once satisfied with n rejected (or n accepted) attacking argu-

ments should remain satisfied with m rejected (or m accepted) attacking arguments so

long as n ≤ m, which they can handle in more principled a way. Moreover, acceptance

status of an argument is evaluated both for acceptance and for rejection with the two

scales. The independent criteria are fitting for many real-life decision-makings, since it

is common that assessments as to why a proposal (a suspect) should/must be accepted

(guilty) and as to why it (the suspect) should/must be rejected (acquitted) are separately

made before, based on them, a final decision is delivered. The may- must- conditions

based on the cardinality of accepted or rejected attacking arguments are, as far as we

are aware, not considered in ADF including [11, 9]. Some more technical comparisons

are found in the conclusion of this paper.

Fuzziness as a varying attack strength [29] and as a varying degree of acceptabil-

ity of an argument [15, 11, 9] have been discussed in the literature, both of which are

closely related to ranking-based argumentation. The kind of fuzziness that we deal with

in this paper, however, is not, again borrowing the expression in [22], about ‘exoge-

neously given information about the relative strength of arguments’ or the relative de-

gree of acceptability, but about an endogenous property of an argumentation graph, the

cardinality of attackers.

1.4 Summary of contribution and the structure of the paper

We broaden the labelling in [13] with a may-must acceptance scale and a may-must re-

jection scale for each argument, as we stated in section 1.1, which helps localise the nu-

ance of acceptability of an argument based on the cardinality of (accepted and rejected)

attacking arguments. That those conditions only specify the numbers of (accepted and

rejected) attacking arguments and that their satisfaction conditions are monotonic (Cf.

section 1.2) help the approach retain a level of abstractness that facilitates a principled

explanation as to why an argument is accepted, rejected, or undecided.

Technically, we identify that finding a labelling that satisfies local criteria for each

argument is not always possible due to a circular reasoning. We address this problem

by enforcing a labelling to maximally respect local acceptance criteria, while keeping

the rest that would necessarily cause non-termination labelled undecided.

In the remaining, we will see: technical preliminaries, specifically of Dung abstract

argumentation labelling [13] (in Section 2); and present our label-based argumentation

with may-must scales and identify its connection to the above-mentioned labelling (in

Section 3), before drawing conclusions with some technical remarks around ADF.



2 Technical Preliminaries

Dung abstract argumentation [18] considers an argumentation as a graph where a node

represents an argument and where an edge between arguments represents an attack

from the source argument to the target argument. Technically, let A denote the class of

abstract entities that we understand as arguments, then a (finite) abstract argumentation

is a tuple (A,R) with A ⊆fin A and R ⊆ A × A. a1 ∈ A is said to attack a2 ∈ A

if and only if, or iff, (a1, a2) ∈ R holds. We denote the class of all Dung abstract

argumentations by FD.

One of the main objectives of representing an argumentation formally as a graph is

to infer from it which set(s) of arguments may be accepted. Acceptability of a set of

arguments is determined by whether it satisfies certain criteria.

In this paper, we will uniformly use labelling [13] for characterisation of the ac-

ceptability semantics; readers are referred to Dung’s original paper [18] for equivalent

semantic characterisation through conflict-freeness and defence.1

Let L denote {in, out, undec}, and let Λ denote the class of all partial functions

A → L. Let ΛA for A ⊆ A denote a subclass of Λ that includes all and only those

λ ∈ Λ that is defined for all and only members of A. For the order among members

of Λ, let � be a binary relation over Λ such that λ1 � λ2 for λ1, λ2 ∈ Λ iff all the

following conditions hold. (1) There is some A ⊆fin A such that λ1, λ2 ∈ ΛA. (2) For

every a ∈ A, λ1(a) = in (and respectively λ1(a) = out) materially implies λ2(a) = in

(and respectively λ2(a) = out). We may write λ1 ≺ λ2 when λ1 � λ2 but not λ2 � λ1.

Then, λ ∈ Λ is said to be: a complete labelling of (A,R) ∈ FD iff all the following

conditions hold for every a ∈ A [13].

1. λ ∈ ΛA.

2. λ(a) = in iff there exists no ax ∈ A such that ax attacks a and that λ(ax) 6= out.

3. λ(a) = out iff there exists some ax ∈ A such that ax attacks a and that λ(ax) = in.

First of all, (ΛA,�) is clearly a meet-semilattice (see [16] for all these notions around a

lattice). Denote the set of all complete labellings of (A,R) by Λcom
(A,R). It is well-known

that (Λcom
(A,R),�) is also a meet-semilattice.

A complete labelling λ of (A,R) (∈ FD) is said to be also a preferred labelling

of (A,R) iff, for every complete labelling λx of (A,R), λ ≺ λx does not hold. A

preferred labelling λ of (A,R) is also a stable labelling of (A,R) iff, for every a ∈ A,

λ(a) 6= undec holds. Also, λ ∈ Λ is called a grounded labelling of (A,R) iff λ is the

meet of Λcom
(A,R) in (ΛA,�).2

1 Similar semantic characterisation with the conflict-freeness and the defence is, as with some

of the ranking-based approaches or with ADF, not actually practical in this work, since the

nuance of an attack in Dung abstract argumentation is only one of many that are expressible

in our proposal.
2 We make it more general here in light of some more recent argumentation studies (includ-

ing this work) in which a grounded labelling is not necessarily a complete labelling [3, 8],

although, in case of Dung argumentation, it is trivial that a grounded labelling is the meet of

Λcom
(A,R) in (Λcom

(A,R),�).



For any such labelling λ of (A,R), we say that a ∈ A is: accepted iff λ(a) = in;

rejected iff λ(a) = out; and undecided, otherwise.

We call the set of all complete/preferred/stable/grounded labellings of (A,R) com-

plete/preferred/stable/grounded semantics of (A,R).
Let a1 → a2 or a2 ← a1 be a graphical representation of (a1, a2) ∈ R. A small

concrete example a1 ⇆ a2 should suffice for highlighting the relation among the se-

mantics. Let λ1, λ2, λ3 ∈ Λ{a1,a2} be such that λ1(a1) = in, λ1(a2) = out (as shown

below, to the left), that λ2(a1) = out, λ2(a2) = in (as shown below, at the centre), and

that λ3(a1) = λ3(a2) = undec (as shown below, to the right).

in
a1

out
a2

out
a1

in
a2

undec
a1

undec
a2

Then, complete, preferred, stable and grounded, semantics of this argumentation are

exactly {λ1, λ2, λ3}, {λ1, λ2}, {λ1, λ2} and {λ3}.

3 Label-based Argumentation Semantics with May-Must Scales

We present abstract argumentation with may-must scales, and characterise its labelling-

based semantics in this section. In the remaining, for any tuple T of n-components, we

make the following a rule that (T )i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n refers to T ’s i-th component. Since

the two may-must scales (one for acceptance and one for rejection) define a nuance of

acceptability of an argument, we call the pair a nuance tuple:

Definition 1 (Nuance tuple). We define a nuance tuple to be (XXX1,XXX2) for some

XXX1,XXX2 ∈ N × N. We denote the class of all nuance tuples by Q. For any Q ∈ Q,

we call (Q)1 its may-must acceptance scale and (Q)2 its may-must rejection scale.

Definition 2 (Abstract argumentation with may-must scales). We define a (finite)

abstract argumentation with may-must scales to be a tuple (A,R, fQ) with: A ⊆fin A;

R ⊆ A × A; and fQ : A → Q, such that ((fQ(a))
i)1 ≤ ((fQ(a))

i)2 for every a ∈ A

and every i ∈ {1, 2}.
We denote the class of all (finite) abstract argumentations with may-must scales by

F , and refer to its member by F with or without a subscript.

The role of a nuance tuple within an (A,R, fQ) ∈ F is as was described in Section 1.

If a ∈ A is such that ((fQ(a))
1)1 = 2 (the first component of the first component of

fQ(a), which is the first component of (fQ(a))’s may-must acceptance scale, which is

the may condition of (fQ(a))’s may-must acceptance scale) and ((fQ(a))
1)2 = 3 (sim-

ilarly, the must condition of (fQ(a))’s may-must acceptance scale), then a can never be

accepted unless there are at least 2 arguments attacking a that are rejected. Once there

are at least 3 arguments attacking a that are rejected, then a must be accepted.

Given the nature of attack, it is not very intuitive to permit the value of may- condi-

tion to be strictly larger than that of must- condition of a may-must scale: an accepted

attacking argument has a non-favourable effect on the argument(s) it attacks; if, say, 2

arguments attacking a need to be accepted in order that a can be rejected, intuitively 1

accepted argument attacking a does not produce strong enough non-favourable effect



on a to reject it; also into the other direction, if, say, 3 arguments attacking a need to

be accepted in order that a must be rejected, intuitively 4 accepted arguments attacking

a still enforce rejection of a. It is for this reason that we are formally precluding the

possibility in Definition 2.

Definitions of satisfying may- and must- conditions of the may-must scales are:

Definition 3 (May- and must- satisfaction). Let sat : F×A×L×Λ→ {true, false}
be a predicate which is such that, with F ≡ (A,R, fQ) (∈ F), a ∈ A, and λ ∈ ΛA,

and pred(a) to denote the set of all ax ∈ A with (ax, a) ∈ R:

– sat(F, a, in, λ) holds iff there exists some n ∈ N such that ((fQ(a))
1)1 ≤ n holds

and that, for n distinct members a1, . . . , an of pred(a), λ(ai) = out (1 ≤ i ≤ n)

holds.

– sat(F, a, out, λ) holds iff there exists some n ∈ N such that ((fQ(a))
2)1 ≤ n holds,

and that, for n distinct members a′1, . . . , a
′
n of pred(a), λ(a′j) = in (1 ≤ j ≤ n)

holds.

We specifically write sat⋆(F, a, in, λ) just when sat(F, a, in, λ) and ((fQ(a))
1)2 ≤ n

both hold. Similarly, we specifically write sat⋆(F, a, out, λ) just when sat(F, a, out, λ)
and ((fQ(a))

2)2 ≤ n both hold.

For any F ≡ (A,R, fQ) (∈ F), any a ∈ A, and any λ ∈ ΛA, we say that a

satisfies may- acceptance condition (respectively may- rejection condition) under λ iff

sat(F, a, in, λ) (respectively sat(F, a, out, λ)) holds; we say that a satisfies must- ac-

ceptance condition (respectively must- rejection condition) under λ iff sat⋆(F, a, in, λ)
(respectively sat⋆(F, a, out, λ)) holds.

We specifically say that a satisfies mays- acceptance condition (respectively mays-

rejection condition) under λ iff a satisfies may- but not must- acceptance condition

(respectively may- but not must- rejection condition).

Now, as we described in Section 1, acceptance and rejection variations give rise to

several combinations. Here, we cover all possible cases exhaustively and precisely for

each λ ∈ ΛA.

(1) Must-must: a ∈ A satisfies must- acceptance and rejection conditions under λ.

(2) Must-mays: a ∈ A satisfies must- acceptance (respectively must- rejection) coni-

tion and mays- rejection (respectively mays- acceptance) condition under λ.

(3) Must-notMay: a ∈ A satisfies must- acceptance (respectively must- rejection)

condition, and does not satisfy may- rejection (respectively may- acceptance) con-

dition under λ.

(4) Mays-mays: a ∈ A satisfies mays- acceptance and rejection conditions under λ.

(5) Mays-notMay: a ∈ A satisfies mays- acceptance (respectively mays- rejection)

condition, and does not satisfy may- rejection (respectively may- acceptance) con-

dition under λ.

(6) notMay-notMay: a ∈ A does not satisfy either of may- acceptance and rejection

conditions under λ.

Following Kleene-Priest three values logic’ negation [31] (assume: truth corre-

sponds to acceptance, and falsehood corresponds to rejection), we obtain that not-may-



acceptance (respectively not-may- rejection) of a is equivalent to must- rejection (re-

spectively must- acceptance) of a. Thus, with the possible-world perspective (see any

modern text on classical modal logic, e.g. [21]), satisfaction of:

– must- acceptance (respectively must- rejection) of a ∈ A implies a’s acceptance

(respectively rejection) in every accessible possible world.

– mays- acceptance (respectively mays- rejection) of a implies a’s acceptance (re-

spectively rejection) in a non-empty subset of all accessible possible worlds and

a’s rejection (respectively acceptance) in the other accessible possible worlds.

– not-may- acceptance (respectively not-may rejection) is equivalent to must- rejec-

tion (respectively must- acceptance).

As a consequence, we obtain:

For (1), since a can either be accepted or rejected but not both simultaneously, this

case where both acceptance and rejection of a are implied in every accessible possible

world is logically inconsistent. Thus, acceptability status of a is undecided.

For (2), in some accessible possible worlds, a’s acceptance and rejection are both

implied, leading to inconsistency, while in the other (if any) accessible possible worlds,

only a’s acceptance (respectively rejection) is implied. Hence, it is clear that a is not

judged rejected (respectively accepted) here; however, whehter a is accepted (respec-

tively rejected) is indeterminate.

For (3), it is the case that a must be accepted (respectively rejected) in every possi-

ble world (respectively accepted). Hence, a is judged accepted (respectively rejected).

For (4), it is possible that only a’s acceptance is implied in some accessible possible

worlds, only a’s rejection is implied in some other accessible possible worlds, and both

a’s acceptance and rejection are implied in the remaining accessible possible worlds. In

short, all of: a being accepted; its being rejected; and its acceptance status being unde-

cided are a possibility in general.

must-r mays-r not-r

must-a undec in ? in

mays-a out ? any in ?

not-a out out ? undec

Fig. 1: Corresponding expected accep-

tance status of an argument for each

combination of may- must- acceptance

and rejection conditions. any is any of

in, out, undec, in? is any of in, undec,

and out? is any of out, undec.

For (5), it is analogous to (2). It is

clear that a is not judged rejected (respec-

tively accepted); however, whether a is ac-

cepted (respectively rejected) is indetermi-

nate.

For (6), we have logical inconsistency, and

acceptability status of a is undecided.

Fig. 1 to the right summarises the expected ac-

ceptance statuses of an argument for a given

combination. In the table, [must-a] (, [mays-a],

and respectively [not-a]) indicates the case

where the argument satisfies must- acceptance



(, mays- acceptance, and respectively not may-

acceptance); analogously, [must-r], [mays-r],

and [not-r] are for rejection. In Fig. 1, the any entry abbreviates that either of in, out

and undec is possible; the in? entry either of in and undec; and the out? entry either

of out and undec.

To connect the labels assigned to pred(a) with the label of a expected from them,

we describe that λ designates a label l for a when and only when l is expected from the

labels of pred(a) under λ, and that the label of a is designated under λ when and only

when: (1) λ designates the label for a; and also (2) λ(a) is the label. Formally:

Definition 4 (Label designation). For any F ≡ (A,R, fQ) (∈ F), any a ∈ A, and

any λ ∈ Λ, we say that λ designates l ∈ L for a iff all the following conditions hold.

1. λ is defined for every member of pred(a).
2. If l = in, then a satisfies may- acceptance condition but not must- rejection condi-

tion.

3. If l = out, then a satisfies may- rejection condition but not must- acceptance con-

dition.

4. If l = undec, then either of the following holds.

– a satisfies must- acceptance and must- rejection conditions.

– a satisfies at least either mays- acceptance condition or mays- rejection condi-

tion.

– a satisfies neither may- acceptance condition nor may- rejection condition.

Definition 5 (Designated label). For any F ≡ (A,R, fQ) (∈ F), any a ∈ A, and any

λ ∈ Λ, we say that a’s label is designated under λ iff all the following conditions hold.

1. λ is defined for a. 2. λ designates l for a. 3. λ(a) = l.

It can be easily surmised from Fig. 1 that a labelling may designate more than one label

for an argument:

Proposition 1 (Non-deterministic label designation). There exist F ≡ (A,R, fQ)
(∈ F), a ∈ A, λ ∈ Λ, and l1, l2 ∈ L such that λ designates l1 and l2, and that l1 6= l2.

The intuitive understanding about the significance of label designation is: if λ is such

that every argument’s label is designated under λ, then λ is a ‘good’ labelling in the

sense of every argument respecting the correspondences in Fig. 1.

Example 1 (Labelling). To illustrate these definitions around labelling, let us consider

the following simple acyclic argumentation graph with associated nuance tuples. We let

a
Q

be a graphical representation of an argument a with fQ(a) = Q.

a1
((0,0),(1,1))

a2
((0,1),(1,2))

a3
((1,1),(1,1))

a4
((1,1),(1,1))

a5
((0,0),(1,1))

Denote this argumentation (with the indicated nuance tuples) by F . There are 3 com-

plete labels in Λ{a1,...,a5} satisfying any one of the following label assignments. Let us

call the label with the first (, second, third) label assignment λ1 (, λ2, λ3).



in
a1

((0,0),(1,1))

out
a2

((0,1),(1,2))

in
a3

((1,1),(1,1))

out
a4

((1,1),(1,1))

in
a5

((0,0),(1,1))

in
a1

((0,0),(1,1))

in
a2

((0,1),(1,2))

undec
a3

((1,1),(1,1))

out
a4

((1,1),(1,1))

in
a5

((0,0),(1,1))

in
a1

((0,0),(1,1))

undec
a2

((0,1),(1,2))

in
a3

((1,1),(1,1))

out
a4

((1,1),(1,1))

in
a5

((0,0),(1,1))

Of the 5 arguments, the labels of a1, a5 and a4 are designated under some λ ∈ Λ{a1,...,a5}

iff λ(a1) = λ(a5) = in and λ(a4) = out hold. To see that that is the case, let us firstly

note that pred(a1) = pred(a5) = ∅. Thus, expected acceptance statuses of both a1
and a5 are known with no dependency on other arguments.3 It follows trivially from

the associated nuance tuples that both a1 and a5 satisfy must- acceptance but not may-

rejection condition. From Fig. 1, then, in is the only one expected acceptance status for

these two arguments. Vacuously, if any λ ∈ Λ{a1,...,a5} designates only in for a1 and

a5, it must deterministically hold that λ(a1) = λ(a5) = in, if the two arguments’ la-

bels are to be designated under λ. Now for a4, assume in label for a5, it satisfies must-

rejection condition (because there is 1 accepted attacking argument) and not-may- ac-

ceptance condition (because there is 0 rejected attacking argument), which finds in Fig.

1 the corresponding expected acceptance status of out. This is deterministic provided

in label for a5 is deterministic, which happens to be the case in this example.

More interesting case is of a2. Assume in label for a1, then it satisfies mays- ac-

ceptance condition (because there is 0 rejected attacking argument) and mays- rejection

condition (because there is 1 accepted attacking argument), which finds any in Fig. 1

indicating that any of the 3 labels is a possibility.

Finally for a3 for which neither mays- acceptance condition nor mays- rejection

condition can be satisfied, every combination of acceptability statuses of a2 and a4
leads to at most one of the 3 labels for a3. Consequently, λ1, λ2 and λ3 are indeed the

only 3 possible labellings of F such that every argument’s label is designated under

them. ♣

Since the labelling for Dung abstract argumentation (see Section 2) is such that any

labelling that satisfies the acceptance and rejection conditions of everyd argument in

(A,R) ∈ FD is a complete labelling of (A,R), we would also like to define a complete

labelling of F to be such that every argument’s label is designated under it.

It is, however, problematic to call such a labelling under which every argument’s

label is designated a complete labelling, because, then, there may not exist a complete

labelling, as the following example shows.

Example 2 (Non-termination of choosing a labelling that designates every argument).

Let a
Q

be a graphical representation of an argument a with fQ(a) = Q.

3 This does not mean that an expected acceptance status of an argument ax with pred(ax) = ∅

is deterministic: if ax satisfies mays- acceptance or rejection condition, there are multiple

possible expected acceptance statuses. We simply mean that no other arguments are required

to know which may- must- conditions ax would satisfy.



Consider a1
((0,0),(1,1))

and assume λ ∈ Λ{a1} with λ(a1) = in. Then, λ

designates undec for a1. However, if λ(a1) = undec, it follows that λ designates in

for a1. Assume λ(a1) = out instead, then λ designates in for a1. ♣

Theorem 1. There exists some (A,R, fQ) ∈ F and some a ∈ A such that, for every

λ ∈ ΛA, λ designates l 6= λ(a) for a.

3.1 Maximally designating labellings

As the result of Theorem 1, generally with (A,R, fQ) ∈ F with an arbitrary fQ, we

can only hope to obtain maximally designating labellings under which some arguments,

even though their labels may not be designated, may still be assigned undec. Now,

since dependency of arguments’ acceptability statuses is, as with [13, 12], from source

argument(s)’ to their target argument’s, we may without loss of generality consider any

maximality per strongly connected component (see below), from ones that depend on a

fewer number of other strongly connected components to those with a larger number of

them to depend on.

We recall the definition of a strongly connected component and then define the order

among them (Definition 6). In parallel, we will also need to rely on a function that

updates a labelling by changing the label of an argument whose label is not designated

under the labelling (Definition 7), so we can tell whether we can have a every-argument-

designating labelling (Definition 8).

Definition 6 (SCC and SCC-depth). For any F ≡ (A,R, fQ) (∈ F), we say that

(A1, R1) with A1 ⊆ A and R1 ≡ (R ∩ (A1 ×A1)) is a strongly connected component

iff, for every ax ∈ A and every ay ∈ A1, we have: {(ax, ay), (ay, ax)} ⊆ R∗ iff

ax ∈ A1. Here, R∗ is the reflexive and transitive closure of R.

Let ∆ : F ×A → 2A be such that, for any F ≡ (A,R, fQ) (∈ F) and any a ∈ A,

∆(F, a) is the set of all arguments in a strongly connected component that includes a.

Let δ : F × A → N be such that, for any F ≡ (A,R, fQ) (∈ F) and any a ∈ A,

δ(F, a) is:

– 0 iff there is no ax ∈ ∆(F, a) and ay ∈ (A\∆(F, a)) such that (ay, ax) ∈ R.

– 1+maxaz∈A′ δ(F, az) with: A′ = {aw ∈ (A\∆(F, a)) | ∃au ∈ ∆(F, a).(aw , au) ∈
R}.

For any F ≡ (A,R, fQ) (∈ F) and any a ∈ A, we say that ∆(F, a) has SCC-depth

n iff δ(F, a) = n.

Example 3 (SCC-depth). If we have a1
Q1

a2
Q2

a3
Q3

a4
Q4

we have (de-

noting this graph by F ) ∆(F, a1) = ∆(F, a2) = {a1, a2}, ∆(F, a3) = ∆(F, a4) =
{a3, a4}, ∆(F, a1) (= ∆(F, a2)) has SCC-depth 0, and ∆(F, a3) (= ∆(F, a4)) SCC-

depth 1. ♣



Definition 7 (Labelling update sequence). Let Θ denote the class of all functions

Λ→ Λ such that for any F ≡ (A,R, fQ) (∈ F), any λ1 ∈ ΛA, any A1 ⊆ A and

any θF,A1 ∈ Θ, θF,A1(λ1) is:

– λ1 if, for every a ∈ A1, a’s label is designated under λ1.

– λ2 ∈ ΛA, otherwise, such that there is some a ∈ A1 such that (1) a’s label is not

designated under λ1, that (2) λ1 designates λ2(a) for a, and that (3) λ1(ax) =
λ2(ax) for every ax ∈ (A\{a}).

For any F ≡ (A,R, fQ) (∈ F), any λ1 ∈ ΛA, and any A1 ⊆ A, we say that

(λ1, . . . , λn) ∈ (ΛA)n for 2 ≤ n (∈ N) is an update sequence for A1 iff, for every

1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, there exists some θ
F,A1

i ∈ Θ such that θ
F,A1

i (λi) = λi+1.

Definition 8 (Convergence and contamination). For any F ≡ (A,R, fQ) (∈ F) and

any A1 ⊆ A, we say that an update sequence (λ1, . . . , λn) for A1:

– updates ax ∈ A1 iff there exists some m ≤ n such that λm−1(ax) 6= λm(ax);

– converges iff there exists some m ≤ n such that λm−1 = λm; and

– contaminates ax ∈ A1 iff (λ1, . . . , λn) updates ax twice.

Convergence is decidable with loop detection due to a member of F having a finite

number of arguments.

With the notions we have introduced, we can obtain a maximally-designating la-

belling λ, maximal in the sense that any change of the label of an argument which is

not designated under λ into a label which λ designates for it would find no converging

update sequence, and would lead to contamination of the argument so long as updating

is fair.

Definition 9 (Maximally-designating labelling). For any F ≡ (A,R, fQ) (∈ F) and

any λ1 ∈ Λ, we say that λ1 is a maximally-designating labelling of F up to n ∈ N iff

both of the following conditions hold.

1. λ1 is a maximally-designating labelling of F up to every i ≤ n− 1.

2. for every A1 ≡ ∆(F, a) (⊆ A) with SCC-depth n, either every ax ∈ A1’s label is

designated under λ1 or else all of the following conditions hold.

(a) For every ax ∈ A1, if ax’s label is not designated under λ1, then λ1(ax) =
undec.

(b) There exists no pair of n ∈ N (2 ≤ n) and an update sequence (λ1, . . . , λn)
for A1 such that (λ1, . . . , λn) converges.

(c) There exists a pair of n ∈ N (2 ≤ n) and an update sequence (λ1, . . . , λn)
for A1 such that it contaminates every and only ax ∈ A1 whose label is not

designated by λ1.

We simply say that λ is a maximally-designating labelling of F iff λ is a maximally-

designating labelling of F up to every n ∈ N.



Existence of a maximally-designating labelling is guaranteed for any

F ≡ (A,R, fQ) (∈ F), since, again, A is finite. For the example in Example 2, we

have one maximally designating labelling λ ∈ Λ{a1} with λ(a1) = undec. We note

that this definition correctly picks up the source of non-termination without a false pos-

itive from non-deterministic labels, due to the condition (b).

We define the condition under which λ ∈ Λ is regarded a complete, preferred, sta-

ble or grounded labelling of a given F ≡ (A,R, fQ) (∈ F) by relying on maximally-

designating labellings. Later, we show that specific may-must conditions to every argu-

ment reduces each type of a labelling of (A,R, fQ) to the same type of labelling for

the corresponding Dung abstract argumentation (A,R), thus confirming the adequacy

of these definitions.

Definition 10 (Labelling). For any F ≡ (A,R, fQ) (∈ F) and any λ ∈ Λ, we say that

λ is:

– a complete labelling of F iff λ ∈ ΛA and also λ is a maximally-designating la-

belling of F . We denote the set of all complete labellings of F by Λcom
F .

– a preferred labelling of F iff, for every complete labelling λ′ of F , it does not hold

that λ ≺ λ′.

– a stable labelling of F iff λ is a complete labelling and also, for every a ∈ A,

λ(a) 6= undec holds.

– a grounded labelling of F iff λ is the meet of Λcom
F in (ΛA,�).

Definition 11 (Acceptability semantics). For any F ≡ (A,R, fQ) (∈ F), we say that

Λ′ ⊆ Λ is the complete (, preferred, stable, grounded) semantics of F iff every complete

(, preferred, stable, grounded) labelling of F is in Λ′ but no other.

Example 4 (Semantics). Consider the example in Example 1, with the 3 maximally-

designating labellings λ1 (the first) λ2 (the second), and λ3 (the last).

in
a1

((0,0),(1,2))

out
a2

((0,1),(1,2))

in
a3

((1,1),(1,1))

out
a4

((0,1),(1,1))

in
a5

((0,0),(0,1))

in
a1

((0,0),(1,2))

in
a2

((0,1),(1,2))

undec
a3

((1,1),(1,1))

out
a4

((0,1),(1,1))

in
a5

((0,0),(0,1))

in
a1

((0,0),(1,2))

undec
a2

((0,1),(1,2))

in
a3

((1,1),(1,1))

out
a4

((0,1),(1,1))

in
a5

((0,0),(0,1))

λ1, λ2 and λ3 are the only 3 possible complete labellings of F , i.e. {λ1, λ2, λ3} is

its complete semantics.

The relation among λ1, λ2 and λ3 is such that λ3 ≺ λ1, λ3 6� λ2, λ2 6� λ3,

λ1 6� λ2, and λ2 6� λ1 all hold. Hence, {λ1, λ2} is the preferred semantics of F , a

subset of the complete semantics. Moreover, {λ1} is the stable semantics of F . On the

other hand, none of λ1, λ2, λ3 are the least in ({λ1, λ2, λ3},�), and thus they cannot be

a member of the grounded semantics; instead, it is {λ4} with: λ4(a1) = λ4(a5) = in;

λ4(a2) = λ4(a3) = undec; and λ4(a4) = out. Clearly, λ4 is the meet of {λ1, λ2, λ3}
in (Λ{a1,...,a5},�). ♣



The relation among the semantics below follows from Definition 10 immediately, and

is almost as expected.

Theorem 2 (Subsumption).

All the following hold for any F ∈ F .

1. The complete, the preferred, and the grounded semantics of F exist.

2. The preferred semantics of F is a subset of the complete semantics of F .

3. If the stable semantics of F exists, then it consists of all and only members λ of the

preferred semantics of F such that, for every a ∈ A, λ(a) 6= undec holds.

However, it is not necessary that the grounded semantics be a subset of the complete

semantics.

There is an easy connection to Dung abstract argumentation labelling (see Section 2).

Theorem 3 (Correspondences to acceptability semantics in Dung argumentation).

For any F ≡ (A,R, fQ) (∈ F), if (fQ(a))
1 = (|pred(a)|, |pred(a)|) and (fQ(a))

2 =
(1, 1) for every a ∈ A, then: Λx ⊆ Λ is the complete (, preferred, stable, and respec-

tively grounded) semantics of F iff Λx is that of (A,R).

This should highlight some advantage of the level of abstractness of may-must

scales, in that it is very easy to determine nuance tuples globally (but also locally) with

just 4 specific natural numbers or expressions that are evaluated into natural numbers.

For example, we can specify the requirement for: possible acceptance of an argument a

to be rejection of 80% of attacking arguments; acceptance of a to be rejection of 90%

of attacking arguments; possible rejection of a to be acceptance of at least 1 but other-

wise 40% of attacking arguments; and rejection of a to be acceptance of at least 1 but

otherwise 50% of attacking arguments, all rounded up to the nearest natural numbers.

We then have: F ≡ (A,R, fQ) (∈ F) with: (fQ(a))
1 = (⌈0.8 ∗ |pred(a)|⌉, ⌈0.9 ∗

|pred(a)|⌉) and (fQ(a))
2 = (max(1, ⌈0.4 ∗ |pred(a)|⌉),max(1, ⌈0.5 ∗ |pred(a)|⌉))

for every a ∈ A.

4 Conclusion with technical comparisons

We proposed labelling-based argumentation with may-must scales, to broaden the la-

belling for Dung abstract argumentation, specifically [13]. Just as a complete labelling

of (A,R) ∈ FD is one that assigns to each argument a ∈ A the label that is expected

from the acceptance and the rejection conditions as determined by the labels it assigns

to pred(a), so is ‘almost’ a complete labelling of (A,R, fQ) ∈ F . As we have identi-

fied, however, such a labelling may not actually exist. We proposed a way of addressing

it. We also noted the connection to Dung abstract argumentation labelling.

Detailed technical comparisons to ADF with 3 values [12], for its closest connec-

tion to F among [12, 11], should be of high interest. For now, we mention a couple

of notable technical decisions taken in ADF that generate some obvious differences;

however, more precise technical relation will be studied.



As a quick reminder, we state formal definition of ADF with notations kept consis-

tent with those used in this work:

A (finite) ADF is a tuple (A,Ra, C) with: A ⊆fin A; a binary relation Ra over A;

and C = {Ca}a∈A where each Ca is a function: Λpred(a) → L. Let us denote the class

of all ADF tuples by FADF.

For the semantics, let twoVal : A×Λ→ 2Λ, which we alternatively state twoValA :
Λ→ 2Λ, be such that, for any A ⊆fin A and any λ ∈ ΛA, we have:

twoValA(λ) = {λx ∈ ΛA | λ � λx and λx is maximal in (ΛA,�)}.

Every member of twoVal
A(λ) is such that λ(a) ∈ {in, out} for every a ∈ A.

Also, let Γ : FADF × Λ → Λ, which we alternatively state ΓFADF

: Λ → Λ, be

such that, for any (A,Ra, C) ∈ FADF and any λ ∈ ΛA, Γ (A,Ra,C)(λ) satisfies all the

following.

1. Γ (A,Ra,C)(λ) ∈ ΛA.

2. For every a ∈ A, if Γ (A,Ra,C)(λ)(a) 6= undec, then there exists no λx ∈ twoVal
A(λ)

such that Ca(λx↓pred(a)) 6= Γ (A,Ra,C)(λ)(a). Here, λx↓pred(a) denotes a member

of Λpred(a) which is such that, for any ax ∈ pred(a), λx(ax) = λx↓pred(a) (ax)
holds.

In a nutshell [12], Γ (A,Ra,C)(λ) gets a consensus of every λx ∈ twoValA(λ) on the

label of each a ∈ A: if each one of them says in for a, then Γ (A,Ra,C)(λ)(a) = in, if

each one of them says out for a, then Γ (A,Ra,C)(λ)(a) = out, and for the other cases

Γ (A,Ra,C)(λ)(a) = undec.

Then the grounded semantics of (A,Ra, C) ∈ FADF contains just the least fixpoint

of Γ (A,Ra,C); the complete semantics of (A,Ra, C) contains all and only fixpoints of

Γ (A,Ra,C); and the others are defined in a usual way from the complete semantics.

Some differences are therefore easy to identify. For instance, the grounded semantics

of F ∈ F may not be a subset of its complete semantics (Cf. Theorem 2), while ADF

enforces the property via Γ . In view of recent studies [3, 8] where the subsumption does

not hold, we believe our characterisation can be accommodating. For where a difference

occurs, we may consider the following member F of F a1
((0,0),(1,1))

a2
((0,0),(1,1))

for which there are the following 4 labellings to constitute the complete semantics of

F :

in
a1

((0,0),(1,1))

undec
a2

((0,0),(1,1))

undec
a1

((0,0),(1,1))

in
a2

((0,0),(1,1))

in
a1

((0,0),(1,1))

out
a2

((0,0),(1,1))

out
a1

((0,0),(1,1))

in
a2

((0,0),(1,1))

Any of these labellings are maximally designating, but in fact both of the arguments’ la-

bels are designated under them, which is a condition consistent with that of a complete



labelling for a Dung abstract argumentation (see Section 2). Meanwhile, λ ∈ Λ{a1,a2}

with λ(a1) = λ(a2) = undec is not maximally designating, since we have two con-

verging update sequences: (λ, λx), and (λ, λy), with: λx(a1) = λy(a2) = undec and

λx(a2) = λy(a1) = in.

A corresponding ADF tuple in the meantime has the following C. For λ1, λ2, λ3 ∈
Λ{a2} with: λ1(a2) = in; λ2(a2) = out; and λ3(a2) = undec, and λ4, λ5, λ6 ∈ Λ{a1}

with: λ4(a1) = in; λ5(a1) = out; and λ6(a1) = undec, all the following hold.

– Ca1
(λ1) = undec, Ca1

(λ2) = in, and Ca1
(λ3) = in.

– Ca2
(λ4) = undec, Ca2

(λ5) = in, and Ca2
(λ6) = in.

With Γ , this ADF tuple obtains the following 3 labellings for its complete seman-

tics.

undec
a1

undec
a2

out
a1

in
a2

in
a1

out
a2

In addition to this difference, any (A,R, fQ) ∈ F , which we also refer to by F ,

if a semantics Λ ⊆ ΛA of F is such that, for two distinct λ1, λ2 ∈ Λ, there exists

some a ∈ A such that (1) λ1(a) 6= λ2(a), and that (2) λ1(ax) = λ2(ax) for every

ax ∈ pred(a), then Λ does not belong to a semantics of (A,R,C) (or (A,Ra, C) with

R ≡ Ra) above. This is rather clear, because, for any a ∈ A, Ca is a function with its

range of {in, out, undec}. An example of such Λ has been covered; see Example 4.
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